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The first guidebook you write yourself.Whether you're planning a day of museums or a night of

dancing, Washington D.C. has plenty of choices. Record your favorites in the Moleskine City

Notebook Washington D.C. The Key Map summarizes the overall city layout , showing the

sequence and location of the 18 zone maps. Map of the metro system and list of stations, plus the

alphabetical street index of the zone maps. Blank pages for jotting down notes and recording your

thoughts, stories and memories. 32 removable sheets for loose notes and exchanging messages.

12 translucent sticky sheets for tracing your routes and sharing itineraries. A 96-page tabbed

archive for collecting everything that matters most and keeping it at your fingertips. The first 6 tabs

are printed; the others await your personalization with the enclosed adhesive labels. Each pocket

sized Moleskine City Notebook is thread bound and has a cardboard bound cover with rounded

corners, acid free paper, three bookmarks, an elastic closure and an expandable inner pocket that

contains the Moleskine history.
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This moleskin, with a clearance price so wonderfully low is worth for anyone to buy despite it being

a city version.I had bought it to bring with me on my first time to D.C. for a conference - I'm



obsessive about knowing how to get around before hand and having written directions / train

schedules / phone numbers in case I have no internet connection. While I admit I previously studied

my metro stops / maps beforehand, it was so nice to have a little map in hand to glance at on the

train inconspicuously without having to go full tourist mode staring at metro maps on the wall. As a

woman traveling alone, I don't like to draw attention to the fact I'm not from the area.There were so

many pages available not only for traveling info, but notes for my workshops and symposia

talks.After maps and important area numbers, there is blank pages for notes, and then a series of

tabbed sectioned pages. There were stickers that came with the notebook to label blank tabs for

things such as events, while the first dozen already had permanent labels that I wish they would

have just left blank. There is also the traditional pocket in the back of the note book, which was

awesome to keep my metro card in, with tracing paper to merge some of the maps for your

routes.Like I said, even if you're not going to DC this notebook is worth the price - just cut out the

maps if you don't need them and ignore the tab labels.

I recently used this for a trip to D.C. and found it extremely handy and much more pleasant to

reference than an obvious tour guide book or an unfolding map. Flipping discretely through a memo

book made me feel like much less of a tourist.I also liked having space to plan itineraries, take

notes, write out advance directions, etc. I hoped to also use it as a journal while traveling but largely

failed to do so. However, I did use it to jot a few interesting quotes or names of books or subjects I

wanted to research later.These aren't made for as many cities as I would like, but I plan on

snapping the ones up for places I plan to visit in case they go out-of-print.

I love these city notebooks. I wish Moleskine would start making them again, and increase the

number of cities for which they have them. I have started making my own, from blank Moleskine

notebooks, when I want a city that they do not have.

It is a little too complicated for me but the price was right. Planning a trip to DC in December and will

see how useful it is. I suspect not much. Map is unreadable because a large area is fitted into tiny

pages.

These City Notebooks by Moleskine are a must have wherever I travel! The subway and city maps

in the front make it possible to navigate without broadcasting a "lost tourist" vibe and are much more

conveniently sized than traditional maps. The blank pages and sections in the back allow plenty of



room for notes on great restaurants, museums, and hole in the wall finds. Not a guidebook, but a

book that will guide you to create your own travel adventures and memories!

These have the same great name and quality of regular Moleiskine notebooks, and they live up to

that reputation.These are great for whenever I am going to a new city, as it has great maps and a lot

of information to see.I hope they come out with more cities

As ever, I love my moleskines! A new and creative twist on the traditional notebooks. I bought mine

to encourage myself to journal more about the city I live in. Carry my Moleskine with me everywhere

(perfect size for a purse or bag) and each new restaurant or event I attend I make a quick note of it

to help me remember for a more detailed journal later on. Also great for referring back to when

friends ask for a recommendation or visitors tire of the usual travel guidebooks. I highly recommend

for locals as well as visitors who want to jot a few notes.

I just moved yo D.C. this has saved my life several times
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